Create Instant
Excitement with
the Fog Blade

The Fog Blade creates an impressive instant fog effect.
Whether using it as a single blade, tandem or multi blade
set-up, with the blink of an eye, this unique fog effect can be
used as a projection surface, or to hide performers or scenery
behind a white plume of fog. To maximize the effect, each
Fog Blade should be paired with a fog machine such as the
workhorse of our lineup, the G3000 water-based fog machine.
The Fog Blade can be safely implemented into the stage flooring remaining hidden
throughout the performance. On queue, it will create the perfect magical entrance or
exit. Using multiple Fog Blades allows for the creation of unique fog wall shapes in
different sizes. This effect has been successfully utilized on cruise ships, casinos,
theme parks and stages around the world.

ultratecfx.com
SETTING THE STANDARD IN
SPECIAL EFFECTS FOR OVER 25 YEARS

The Fog Blade is ideal
for everything creating
a projection surface
for images,
big reveals
or a quick
disappearance
for people,
scenery,
and props.

Stage Deck

G3000 Fog
Machine
Fog Blade

Our recommended standard set-up uses the G3000 Fog Machine
with the Fog Blade to create the complete effect.
PARTS (FOR STANDARD SET-UP)

SPECIFICATIONS

CLF-3000

G3000 Fog Machine 110V (Digital Remote Included)

Length:

30 in / 76 cm

CLF-2504A

Fog Blade Aluminum (recommended for outdoor use)
includes 4” adjustable joint

Width:

6 in / 15 cm

Height:

18 in / 20 cm

Fog Blade Mild Steel
includes 4” adjustable joint

Net Weight:

9 lbs / 4 kgs

CLF-2504

For unique or larger applications, contact us and we’ll
help you customize a Fog Blade set-up to suit your needs.

WARRANTY
The Fog Blade has a five-year warranty due to manufacturer’s defect.

Visit www.ultratecfx.com for a complete set of specifications
on all models.
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